




 June 1st

Oriental Lake Ecological Park | 43'

Huishou Tianmao | 45'

Youth Creative Animation | 45'
Curate by aKai (CN)

Pot Culture Museum’ s Pavilion | 42'

Youth Drama Animation | 42'
Curate by Cao Kai (CN)

Wenchang Square | 70'

Artists’ Animation | 8'
Curate by Cao Kai (CN)

19:00-19:08

Taiwan Youth Animation | 35'
Curate by Yu Ziyong (China Taiwan)

19:08-19:43

Macao Youth  Animation | 27'
Curate by Blianca Lei (China Macao)
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Cao Kai
Cao Kai, a researcher and practitioner of media art and film, lives and works in Nanjing, China.He graduated 
from Nanjing Art College in his early years and worked in TV media organizations for many years. After 2000, 
he worked as an independent artist in media art and film. His work methods include creation, education, critical 
writing, curatorial research, etc. Specific work directions include experimental films, documentaries, video 
art, and new media art.As a contemporary artist and experimental filmmaker, he has been involved in the 
field of contemporary art since 1994. He has participated in many contemporary art exhibitions at home and 
abroad, including experimental film, video art, and conceptual photography. Since 2010, he has also served 
as supervisor or producer of several independent films.As a curator, he is the main founder and organizer of 
CIFF, China's most influential independent film festival; he has served as a curator, academic host, and judge 
for numerous art projects; he has also worked in various countries and regions throughout East Asia, North 
America, and Western European, among others, where he planning a number of exhibitions related to Chinese 
independent film and experimental media art. Relevant texts are published in various academic journals and 
forums at home and abroad.



It is an exploration this spring to enter a two-
dimensional world filled with the vigor of 
youth and wonderful imaginations, projected 
via bird's eye onto a thousand-year-old 
town. However, this kind of adventure is 
based on an established pedigree of cultural 
history and artistic ecology. In film and 
photography (movies, animations, media 
art), praises are sung of many such classic 
towns — Venice, Cannes, Locarno, Nyon. If 
we expand into the territory of contemporary 
art, Germany's Kassel can be said to bear 
the brunt as such a town. If we turn to the 
field of animation art, we can see the grand 
occasion of Annecy village in France. The 
combination of video art and the town is a 
kind of art body that fits in and is a perfect 
match as world-recognized cultural form.

Thus, this spring, a group of novel images 
have traversed from all directions and 
formed a huge field of artistic energy, 
releasing the differing but generally huge 
visual impact of experimental animation to 
stir the ancient waters of the once-Chen’s 
Tomb, now called Jinxi.

Yes, at this moment, we can see the latest 
animated creations from eight major art 
academies of the country and students 
of many comprehensive university art 
departments. You can see young artists 
from the island of Taiwan express their 
personal artistic concepts in an animated 
way. In a novel approach, you can see the 
eclectic free imagination and expression of 
animators of Macau, a mini-city of the South 
China Sea. At this moment, we seem to 
be able to see a vaguely fascinating event 
— the silhouette of “Annecy of the Orient" 
gradually coming into focus.

The shadow is moving in Jinxi, and the 
shadow is moving at this moment!

Shadows Moving at This MomentCao Kai





On account of continued attention on 
young creators, the “Youth Experimental 

Animation” and “Youth Dramatic Animation” 
exhibi t ion modules wi l l  in t roduce 52 
f i lms from 37 art ists in an attempt to 
explore the diversity of creative context 
and innovations in technical media, as 
well as the new cultural situation and 
developments in animation art. Of the 
modules, “Youth Experimental Animation” 
brings together the results of creation and 
research based on narrative animation in 

the context of contemporary educational 
institutions. Most of the works aim to be 
animated short film narratives, carrying 
out experiments with skillful animation 
techniques, and using the estranging 
effect of art to embody the the common 
phenomena of the moment; innovative 
styles and tastes in animation abound, with 
differing narrative forms, and opinions are 
fully expressed. It shows the multi-polarized 
thinking states of young artists of different 
cultural and educational backgrounds 
and the ecology of current animated art 
experiments.

The “Youth Experimental Animation” module 
focuses on contemporary young people's 
understanding of the experimental spirit and 
concerns about real problems. As young 
creators, they are more involved than ever in 
different and diverse cultural contexts. At the 
same time, under the wave of globalization, 
the diversity of cultures also allows them to 
start thinking about the true spiritual world 
and social states of people in different 
contexts. Therefore, the commonality of 
these works is reflected in the exploration 
of new boundaries of animation and the 
injection of artistic annotations into reality. No 
matter whether in terms of aesthetic choices 
or technological innovations, these works 
reflect a cross-borders consciousness, and 
in this way, they express a certain kind of 
specificity and particular life experiences or 
sentiments, while also showing the artistry 
and explorative nature of their works.

As extensions to the diversity of animations, 
the exhibition also features a special “Artists’ 

Animations” screening, which presents three 
animation works by Cao Shu, Yang Bo, and 
Yi Lian in an attempt to expand viewing 
horizons and the imaginative space for 
future prospects in animation art.

The Power of Youth





Story of Aishan
 

China mainland / 2018 / colour / 5'15'' / sounds

Hong Jiabao

The work is an animated documentary that I made for a blind person I know. Over the long-
term shooting of a blind masseur and selecting some stories that have happened in her life, 
this work uses a partial-experimental style to make a side-viewing of the person through the 
form of documentary animation.

Hong Jiabao
Tsinghua University, Academy of Fine Arts, bachelor’s degree in animation, Class of 2018.



Line
 

China mainland / 2018 / colour / 3'13'' / sounds

People do mechanical work every day, living a copy-and-paste life, and on the route a 
woman travels every day, she finds herself being tracked by a goldfish. Memories are 
like the tides — the fish tank is overturned, the goldfish struggles against death, and the 
protagonist suddenly finds herself like this goldfish — this is just a dream, but allow her to 
start trying to change this unchanging life.

Li Jiayin
Lu Xun Academy of Fine Arts, Class of 2018. 

Li Jiayin



Monologue
 

China mainland / 2018 / colour / 4'45'' / sounds

Li Juncheng

This work is an animated short film that is a mapping of real life environments. Congested 
traffic in the city, high-rise buildings built all around, numbing noise, numb people like people 
with the same mask, are constantly re-processing, and ultimately have commonality. But in 
this commonality, people are lonely, and they all have their own monologues in their hearts. 
They yearn for the outside of the wall. I use animation to express myself. Each lens appears 
quiet and independent, and it is a strong contrast with the noisy sound effects to restore the 
absurdity of reality.

Li Juncheng
Born in jiangjin, chongqing in 1993.Enrolled 2011 in New Media Art Department of the Sichuan Academy 
of Fine Arts. Enrolled 2016 in the Graduate School of New Media Art of the Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts. 
Currently living and working in Chongqing.



Flame
 

 China mainland / 2018 / colour / 5'56'' / sounds

Liu Chen

Via a hand-painted production method, “Flame” shows the uneasiness and contradiction 
of the heroine as a young woman entering real life through a description of the ritual 
activities of the deceased in contemporary Chinese countryside and reflects that this kind 
of uneasiness exists in the present. Many phenomena, including the transformation of the 
environment and time and space, also illustrate that the sacrifice of the deceased gradually 
becomes more and more quotidian.

Liu Chen
Female, born in Jiangsu, April 13, 1993. She studied at the School of Communication, Nanjing University of 
the Arts from September 2015 to 2018, majoring in professional animation art and has produced independent 
animations “Frida Kahlo” and “Flame”.



Twenty Two 

China mainland / 2018  / colour / 4'40'' / sounds

Lu Haomin

I will be twenty-two years old. I went home and did three things. The first thing, I tried to 
go back to the 22-year-old story of my father’s to explore my personal historical logic. The 
second thing, I visited my hometown, where they are building a new futuristic large-scale 
building, to participate in the war between the past and the future that is taking place. The 
third thing, I constructed in my mind a dialogue with myself about the above two things.

Lu Haomin
Born in Ningbo, Zhejiang province, in 1996, graduated from the Central Academy of Fine Arts in 2018 and 
obtained a postgraduate degree from the Central Academy of Fine Arts. He studied animation art research, 
won a National Scholarship, and won first prize of the Central Academy of Fine Arts’ Comprehensive 
Scholarship.



God
 

 China mainland / 2018 / colour / 4'25'' / sounds

Wang Jingyun &Tian Yi & Yang Zhen

This work tells the story of an unreasonable god destroying the world and creating the 
world. The whole film uses only green and red clay, focusing on the movement of water. The 
background story refers to the story of Atlantis and Cthulhu.

Wang Jingyun
Graduate of the School of Animation at Chengdu Neusoft Institute.

Tian Yi
22, female, 2018 Graduated from Chengdu Neusoft University, major in animation.Tuyu Tattoo Studio founder 
and tattooist.

Yang Zhen
Male,Graduated from Sichuan Conservatory of Music, major in composition.



His Story
 

China mainland  / 2018 / colour / 7'18'' / sounds

Yuan Yi

This work depicts through a long-lens-like picture expansion a dream of an astronaut falling 
after an accident. The director does not show the causes, passages, and results of this “story,” 
but attempts to provide clues for each viewer to build their own inner “story” with scenes that 
are constantly expanding and nesting.

Yuan Yi
Yuan Yi,born in Guangdong in 1995, graduated from the Chinese Academy of Art in 2018 with a degree in 
animation. He currently works and lives in Hangzhou.



Liao
 

China mainland / 2017 / colour / 5'00'' / sounds

Zheng Lingling & Liu Shuobing & Zhang Jiahuan

In a city where everyone raises birds, the protagonist who is influenced by people who like 
birds experiences the disappointment of wanting but being unable to obtain. In the end, he 
turns into a big bird on the mountain and leads the people back...This work is inspired by the 
works of Zhuangzi. It is a three-dimensional rendering of a two-dimensional aesthetic style.

Co-created by Zheng Lingling, Liu Shuobing, and Zhang Jiahuan, 2017 graduates of the Guangzhou 
Academy of Fine Arts.



A Rain
 

China mainland / 2018 / colour / 3'00'' / sounds

Chen Han & Wu Zhenzhou & Zhang Jinkun

A story of rain.

Chen Han
Chen Han, born in Changde, Hunan province, in 1996, is a male of Han ethnicity. He is currently enrolled in the 
2D Animation Art Studio of the Animation Department of Xi'an Academy of Fine Arts.

Wu Zhenzhou
Wu Zhenzhou, born in Yueyang, Hunan province in 1995, is a male of Han ethnicity and is currently enrolled in 
the 2D Animation Art Studio of the Animation Department of Xi'an Academy of Fine Arts.

Zhang Jinkun
Zhang Jinkun, born in Shaoyang, Hunan province in 1995, is a male of Han ethnicity and is currently enrolled 
in the Digital Animation Studio of Xi'an Academy of Fine Arts.



Genius
 

China / 2018 / colour / 3'48'' / sounds

He Jing, Wang Yue, Xin Wen, Qu Changcheng

According to the music rhythm of the song "Genius", it is expressed in four animation styles .

Created jointly by  Chengdu University 2017 graduates He Jing, Wang Yue, Xin Wen, Qu Changcheng.



Riding an Ocean Fish to Climb a Mountain
 

China mainland / 2018 / colour / 4'43'' / sounds

Cheng Xiao & Sun Ting & Xu Jiaxin

I Through this film, we describe a blind (but not totally blind) life that illustrates the 
convenience for blind people in the information age and the dependence of seeing people 
on the mobile phone. In the face of the Internet, we are equal and have no visual division. 
(This piece explains an individual phenomena that exists and does not point to the whole 
of society.)We use an experimental animation method in expressing this piece. We did not 
depict this film using a black and white perspective. Instead, we use a color image that has 
expresses impact and forms a sharp contrast with the perspective of the blind. In contrast, 
in the face of the Internet, we are the same, “blind” or “not blind,” and moving in the direction 
of strong and able-bodied being unable to see the world clearly away from the Internet and 
causing more people to think more about blind people.



Riding an Ocean Fish to Climb a Mountain
 

China mainland / 2018 / colour / 4'43'' / sounds

Cheng Xiao & Sun Ting & Xu Jiaxin

Cheng Xiao
Cheng Xiao is graduate of the Department of Animation Art at Nanjing Art Institute and a multimedia editor at 
Nanjing Dagegou Culture Media.

Sun Ting
Sun Ting is a graduate of the Department of Animation Art at Nanjing Art College.

Xu Jiaxin
Xu Jiaxin, a graduate of the Art Department of Nanjing Art College, is the founder and designer of the Hashtag 
DDD Independent Design Brand.



Last Day
 

China mainland  / 2018 / colour / 5'51'' / sounds

Han Yuqi  & Wang Gan

The short story is based on an earth where humans and animals live. It is said that the 
animals headed by small monkeys gather together because they feel the oppression 
and injury of human beings. After the development of the plot and the awakening of the 
characters, they made a brave decision. The short film creators recognize that human 
activities and explorations, and various conflicts and intersections with animals in nature, 
have complex relationships. Therefore, the film will attempt to describe and express this 
relationship in an objective perspective through the form of two-dimensional hand-drawn 
paperless animation, as well as the author's own views on the relationship between the two.



Last Day
 

China mainland  / 2018 / colour / 5'51'' / sounds

Han Yuqi  & Wang Gan

Han Yuqi
Born in Jiujiang, Jiangxi province, in 1995, grew up and studied in Foshan, Guangdong. In 2014, he was 
admitted to the Academy of Fine Arts of Tsinghua University. He graduated from the Department of Information 
and Art Design with a bachelor's degree in animation. He graduated in 2018 and also received a master’s 
degree in information animation at Tsinghua University. In 2017-2018, he collaborated with Wang Gan to 
complete the final animation project “Last Day”.

Wang Gan
Born in Tengzhou, Shandong province in 1995, was admitted to the Academy of Fine Arts of Tsinghua 
University in 2014. He graduated in 2018 from the Department of Information and Art Design with a bachelor's 
degree in animation. During school, he collaborated with Han Yuqi to complete the graduation design animated 
short film “Last Day”. He now lives in Japan.



What I Think About When I Can’t Sleep
 

China mainland / 2018 / colour / 3'30'' / sounds

Liu Jiaxuan

The protagonist can't sleep because he doesn't know what to paint. From the black and 
white world, he gradually walks into a fantasy. The world in the brainstorm is relaxed and 
fantastic. In this fantasy world, the protagonist finally finds what he wanted to paint.

Liu Jiaxuan
“What I Think About When I Can’t Sleep” team leader and director. He entered the 2D Animation Art Studio 
of the Film and Television Animation Department of Xi'an Academy of Fine Arts in 2017. In this animation 
production process, motion measurement drawing, setting, hook line coloring, and other techniques are 
employed.



Room
 

China mainland / 2018 / colour / 6'52'' / sounds

Ma Mingni & Song Xinyao & Tang Hengyi & Ying Yun & 
Yu Chenshuang

A little girl who’s always wanted a room of her own. When making this request of her mother 
at the dinner table, the father makes the excuse that his studio is windowless, and the little 
girl’s older brother and sister are not willing to give up their room. After a big fight, the little 
girl still can’t get her own room...

Created by the 2018 graduates of Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts Ma Mingni, Song Xinyao, Tang Hengyi, 
Ying Yun, and Yu Chenshuang.



Black Room
 

China mainland / 2017 / colour / 4'17'' / sounds

Ren Jingjing

“Black Room” tells the story of a young girl who grew up in an environment of domestic 
violence and met a warm boy who brought a bit of comfort to her injured heart.

Ren Jingjing
Ren Jingjing, female, graduated from the Communication University of China, majoring in animation. Now 
she is a graduate student in animation art at the Communication University of China. “Black Room” was for 
my undergraduate course. It took a year to create. The background of this short film originated from a gray 
experience in my childhood. I hope this short film can bring psychological comfort to friends of the same 
experience.



Fusang
 

China mainland / 2018 / colour / 1'51'' / sounds

Wang Xiying

This film is adapted from a fragment of Akira Kurosawa’s movie Dream. Through Van Gogh's 
entry into the world of Akira Kurosawa, Van Gogh's attitude towards life attitude is expressed 
through Van Gogh's perspective. When Van Gogh sees Kurosawa was also walking in 
his own paintings, he was more determined to catch up with Akira Kurosawa. Genius is 
lonely. If he can encounter someone to cherish in some way, Van Gogh may feel a sliver of 
gratification. I also hope that this film will continue to inspire me to constantly chase on the 
road of art and never stop.

Wang Xiying
Graduated from the Central Academy of Fine Arts in 2014, graduated with a master’s degree from the Central 
Academy of Fine Arts in 2018.



Return
 

China mainland / 2018 / colour / 5'00'' / sounds

Wu Kaimin & Huo Zhaofeng & Zhu Xiaoping & 
Yang Yang

The completed work “Return” tells the story of a lonely old man wandering in a world 
covered by desolation at sea level and wandering to the edge of the world to touch the 
coveted sun. In the end, he starts his own journey shuttling back and forth in time and 
space. Like Sisyphus day after day rolling a stone up a mountain.

Created jointly by Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts 2018 graduates Wu Kaimin, Huo Zhaofeng, Zhu 
Xiaoping, and Yang Yang.



HOLE
 

China mainland / 2018 / colour / 4'52'' / sounds

Zhuo Yingzi

In today's increasingly fast-paced society, everyone is eager to quickly become a so-
called “success,” catering to society, ignoring the true voice of one's heart. Using this as a 
background, the film tells of a protagonist who, because he lives his life within the eyes of 
others, shackles himself with the many details of life, gradually becoming lost in this false 
life, and finally being a story of breaking through the self and facing his inner heart.

Zhuo Yingzi
Born in Gutian, China, in 1995, graduated from Fuzhou University with a bachelor’s degree in 2018.



Waves, Wave!
 

China mainland / 2018 / colour / 4'12'' / sounds

Feng Shumei & Li Qiaoni

The film begins with a wavy hairstyle, triggering a variety of blind follow-up patterns of waves 
in different groups of people. The final effect deepens and tends to a state of madness. 
Finally, heavy rain washes away everything, and a new cycle begins. The animation 
combines a large number of deformation animation techniques and, through exaggerated 
and absurd performance, aims to trigger people to think about the social phenomenon of 
blindly following trends.

Feng Shumei
Feng Shumei was born in Xiangtan, Hunan province, and graduated from Fuzhou University.

Li Qiaoni
Born in Fuzhou, Fujian Province, graduated from Fuzhou University.



Human Beings
 

China mainland / 2014 / colour / 4'57'' / sounds

Yang Bo

"Human Beings" this work lasted for more than 8 months, it is the mother of my illness after 
the re thinking of the meaning of human life, each of us as an individual "life unit" measure of 
the value of why? I by the four noble truths begin to think, "bitter", "set" "destroy" and "road" 
is a kind of interpretation of life, and I through self interpretation of these concepts, mind 
flashed some keywords: destruction and rebirth, evolution, the shackles, enlightenment and 
infinite. I tried these keywords organization together, and leads to the final point of the film: 
in the boundless universe, human life is like a tiny grain of dust, and is destroyed, an infinite 
loop, each individual "life element" are students destroy destroy part of a grain of dust, we 
can do the digestion is the life significance and respect we individuals enjoy the moment of 



Human Beings
 

China mainland / 2014 / colour / 4'57'' / sounds

Yang Bo

"birth and death" rights and process. The Ministry of works and not to to subjective to zoom 
in to "human" such a huge concept combing, but I in the creation for the word "life" of the 
personal understanding, it is also a extremely personal works, the author in the creation 
broke the all scruples, only to throw only point of final self identified.coveted sun. In the end, 
he starts his own journey shuttling back and forth in time and space. Like Sisyphus day after 
day rolling a stone up a mountain.

According to the music rhythm of the song "Genius", it is expressed in four animation styles .

Yang Bo
Artist, animation director, designer, curator.



Four-dimensional Paper
 

China mainland / 2018 / colour / 41'' / sounds

Yi Lian

This animation installation is completed with the collaboration of local paper workshops in 
Yunnan. In the course of producing hand-made paper, every time the worker scoops up a 
layer of paper pulp with the bamboo screen, the artist would draw on that frame, and the 
day’s work would compile into an improvised animation. While the layers of paper pulp are 
dried and compressed into a thick sheet of paper. Not only this sheet of paper occupies 
three-dimensional space, but also encapsulates the time of an animation, for which it's 
called "four-dimensional paper".

Yilian
Born in 1987 in Yichun, Jiangxi, Graduated from the New Media ArtDepartment of China Academy of Art in 
2009 with a B.A, obtained M.A from theSchool of Intermedia Art of China Academy of Art in 2012, Currently 
lives andworks in Hangzhou.



One Minute Art History
 

China mainland / 2015 / colour / 1'27'' / sounds

Cao Shu

Over hundreds of hand-painted paintings are animated and condensed in one minute 
portraying the evolution of art history’s long tale in one character’s everyday life. Waiting, 
like art itself, is an absurdity, some kind of eternal behaviour with no purpose and no ending.

Cao Shu
Cao Shu mainly lives and works in Hangzhou, in new media art. CAO Shu's artworks are mainly in the 
mediums of 3D render animation and installation. 



Yu Ziyong
Taiwanese, Ph.D., associate professor. Graduated from the Animation School of Beijing Film Academy with 
a Ph.D., the Institute of Audiovisual Animation of Tainan University of the Arts. Awarded a scholarship by 
Taiwan’s Department of Education to study at the Auckland University of Technology.  Has taught at the 
Animation School of Beijing Film Academy and the School of Journalism and Communication of Anhui Normal 
University, and has conducted experiments at Chinese Animation Institute.  Secretary-General of the Animation 
Imaging Research Center, Deputy Secretary-General of the Asia-Pacific Animation Association (China), 
and member of the International Color Painting Association (Taiwan).Yu Ziyong has long been concerned 
with contemporary experimental animation, visual art creation and related theoretical research, studying the 
development of cross-straits animation and the transformation of aesthetic styles, and teaching experimental 
animation, short art film creative analysis, and Chinese and foreign animation history courses in university, and 
publishing relevant articles in different academic journals.  Professor Yu also plans and coordinates animation 
creative projects, international film creation exchanges, art cooperation and development, international works 
exhibitions, art workshops, among other activities.



The history of experimental animation 
in Taiwan is not long. In the early years, 
Taiwanese individual animators still focused 
on traditional narratives. Later, influenced 
by the artistic imagery of overseas pioneers, 
the  an imated  appearance  began to 
swim between different media, narrative 
techniques, and image styles, opening a 
new visual aesthetic movement as creators 
and directors.  “Experimental”  means 
unknown, explorative, uncertain, singular. 
The viewer will not find the cute, lively,

playful, and exaggerated animation typical 
of Hollywood in this type of animation 
from Taiwanese director — rather, it is like 
reading each artist's spiritual world.
Qiu Yufeng has long been engaged with 
Interjected consideration into society by 
using “sand” as a medium. For issues 
between men and women, air pollution, 
environmental protection, and female 
identity, the use of sand painting’s grain 
texture and poetic imagery portrays the 
situation of human beings. Lin Qiaofang's 
works maintain a consistent image aesthetic, 
presenting unique images of a landscape, 
blurred but intertwined with realism, without 
adhering to the fine and delicate type of 
beauty indicative of female artists in the 
past, but rather there is a cool detached 
style of thought that casts off entanglements 
of gender. In Lin Qingxuan's works, he feels 
the alienation of today's modern people. The 
viewer hides in the corner and peers into the 
changes of the outside world. Even though 
viewers are inextricably stirred and swayed, 
they still maintain a cold material space, 
watching the world around him. Seeing 
Zhuang He's work seems to be experiencing 
a journey that practitioners need to walk on 
their own, through dust and shackles, in this 
constant walking chase to find the meaning 
of the existence of the individual.

F r o m  t h e  w o r k s  o f  t h e  a b o v e  f o u r 
artists, each person has different ways 
of interpreting emotions: an attitude of 
positively joining the world, also a cold-eyed 
look at the ups and downs of human life, or 
the detached beauty of humanistic care, and 
also a spirit of self-cultivation, but it is not 
difficult in all to feel their love for the present 
life.

Taiwan Youth Experimental 
Animation

Yu Ziyong



We are Mona Lisa
 

China Taiwan / 2013 / colour / 3'50'' / sounds

Chiu YuFeng

In my opinion, traditional female in china or modern lady are all my “Mona Lisa”. The culture 
of drinking tea or coffee shows one thing that women played an important role in ancient 
and modern society. High educated women and rich women have more right to choose their 
life style. They can be themselves without man or traditional value from society. In my story, 
modern girls playing games by cell, ancient Chinese lady drank tea and coffee, they are all 
enjoy their lives and happy. Confident woman are my beautiful “Mona Lisa”.  



Whisper
 

China Taiwan / 2008 / colour / 3'48'' / sounds

Chiu YuFeng

This story is based on the Genesis in Bible, the first couple Adam and Eve who are male 
and female. I used soil and sand to draw those image and figure of male/female. Through 
those images, I want to represent the relationship of couple and marriage from the very 
beginning and today’s generation.    

Chiu Yu-Feng
The first female sand artist and sand animation director in Taiwan.The first summer camp of kids animation in 
Taiwan was also made by her and some teachers in 1999. She won the Taipei Film Festival award The Best 
Animation 2000.And the Best Director of Animation Award 2002. She also one Jury member of 2016 Golden 
Horse Award, and one of 2017 International Taichung Animation Festival Jury member, and also one of 2018 
Taipei Film Festival Jury. She taught animation art for 15 years in college in Taiwan. Now Chiu.yu-feng is an 
independent filmmaker and sand animator. 



Unidentified
 

China Taiwan / 2017 / colour / 6'26'' / sounds

Lin Qinxuan

The film presents different culture through stereoscopic images. When viewers try to 
change the focus and see with the naked eye, the round images became overlapped or 
separated intermittently because of the tired muscles. It implies the spectacles of modernity 
as we observed by traveling, has created the experience of strangeness and familiarity. 
The drawings in the foreground illustrated the body which swallowed by the liquid and 
moves through the liquefied /alienation space. So as a silent persecutee being stirred in 
the machine of modernity, and sinks into the waves of the crushing sound. There’s a kind of 
madness that arises from living in two worlds.



Breathe
 

China Taiwan / 2012 / colour / 6'26'' / sounds

Lin Qinxuan

The good things that we try to keep; eventually vanished somehow. However, they still exist 
in our memory. The drawings on the foggy glass always disappeared quickly as time goes 
by. Like fleeting memories, such as traveling, love, life, birth and death. Some of them come 
from personal experiences and feelings but I think they can be extended to most of people. 
The condensation on the window has the similar quality and the characteristic of the main 
idea of this film.

Lin Qinxuan
Filmmaker and artist. Her research interests include moving images, animation and contemporary art. Her 
works focus on time and memory through experimental approach. She won the “Best Animation” prize both at 
the Taipei Film Festival and South Taiwan Film Festival, the “Special Mentions of the International Jury” prize 
at Filmfest Dresden – International Short Film Festival, Germany.



Sophia

China Taiwan / 2015 / colour / 3'00'' / sounds

Lin Qiaofang

The reader is immersed in the world of the book, not knowing where she is and where she 
wants to go.



The Red Bloom
 

China Taiwan / 2010 / colour / 7'30'' / sounds 

Lin Qiaofang

A chicken takes a train, starting the journey of exploring his life. On his way, he finds a 
Buddhist sanctuary, which is waiting to be rented, a performance of Taiwanese Opera on 
the sea, a diligently working farmwife. Finally, the chicken rents the Buddhist sanctuary. And 
greets a whole new journey again.

Lin Chiao-fang
Lin Chiao-fang is currently an independent artist. 



A time and a place
 

China Taiwan / 2013 / colour / 3'28'' / sounds

Zhuang Ho

In my statement, presenting the extreme far position, that named "a time and a place" also 
referred to any time and any location. In this void and float space, there was a pursuing 
and prey drama, to repose on author’s emotion yet strength the space between time and 
distance.



Human Subjective
 

China Taiwan / 2008 / colour / 3'12'' / sounds

Zhuang Ho

“Human Subjective” made by the rough hand drawing lines and heavy black and white 
space. It tries to express gray ambiguous of the beyond black and white, before human is 
giving an opinion. It’s being of nothingness.

Zhuang Ho
Most of Ho’s works are hand-drawn animation. Regards frame by frame animation as a reconfiguration 
process of time and space, and emphasizes emotion and meanings created through line during a series of 
frame, resembling the unrepeatability of time that shows the tranquil movement.



Bianca Lei 
Gained Master of Art in Fine Art, Middlesex University in 2001 in London, UK (“First Class” in Final Exhibition); 
and BA(Hons) in Fine Art, Nottingham Trent University in 2000 in Nottingham, UK. In present day, as a full-
time lecturer in the Centre of Sino-Western Cultural Studies, Macao Polytechnic Institute; programme curator 
in Macao Ox Warehouse Art Space; organiser of Experimental moving image Festival in Macau(EXiM) and 
founder of Art for All Society(AFA). The art creation has mainly focused on the dynamic relationship between 
mankind and environment factors (including place, time etc.). Has reflected on issues deriving from rapid 
urban development in Macau over the last decade, and explored the boundaries between different media, 
image carrier (such as canvas) and the image itself, and an artwork and its exhibit space. A variety of media, 
materials and methods to interpret art has been used. 



This unit has been specially put together 
f rom animated short  f i lms that  have 
won awards in relevant exhibitions and 
competitions in Macau in the past five years. 
Each style is different and full of creative 
ideas and expression!

A total of seven Macanese experimental 
animation works are participating in this 
screening. Among them, Zhang Yuanting's 
“Blue Beetle” highlights, by using a stark 
color contrast, a protagonist’s dedication to 
the pursuit of what they love, and we can 
see the direction of the creator in using 
tone along with the story. Excessively 
rethinking a simple story structure can 
have unintended consequences. Zhou 
Xufeng's work “Gearwheel of Karma” is a 
reflection on causality in daily life and life 
trajectory. Liang Jiaxin's “Desire of Beauty” 
and Chen Ziwen's “Touch” both utilize a 
singular tone to present their works’ themes 
— social trends and the daily reflections on 
technological life.The final two are Shen Li’s 
“What Makes the Boat Float” and my work 
“The Scars of My City (Chapter 8)”, both of 
which contemplate the strange landscape 
derived from this fast-growing city.

Overall, Macanese experimental animation 
directors who participated in this exhibition 
— from their self, social memory, and local 
stories — tried their best in expressing 
creative ideas or innovative styles, showing 
the personal expressions of being an image 
creator! I hope that through continuous 
e f fo r t s ,  we  w i l l  j o in t l y  p romote  the 
development of experimental film in Macao.

Macau Contemporary Youth 
Animation

Bianca Lei



Touch

China Macau / 2011 / colour / 2'47'' / sounds

Dave Chan

Smartphone obsession.

Dave Chan 
Dave Chan graduated in Multimedia Design from the Department of Design of the Macao Polytechnic Institute. 
He has involved in various types of video production such as documentaries, dramas and animations, etc. He 
is interested in painting, music, photography, and he hopes to create an impressive animate character as he 
likes animation production in particular.



What Makes the Boat Float
 

China Macau / 2013 / Colour / 4'54'' / sounds

Yves Etienne Sonolet

 “In Maurilia the traveler is invited to visit the city and at the same time to examine some 
old postcards that show it as it used to be… If the traveler doesn’t wish to disappoint the 
inhabitants, he must be careful to contain his regret at the changes within definite limits: 
admitting that the magnificence and prosperity of the metropolis of Maurilia, when compared 
to the old provincial Maurilia, cannot compensate for a certain lost grace. It is pointless to 
ask whether the new city is better or worse than the old one, since there is no connection 
between them, just as the old postcards do not depict Maurilia as it was, but a different city 
which, by chance, was called Maurilia, like this one.”
― Italo Calvino, Cities and Memory 5 - Invisible Cities

What Makes the Boat Float is inspired by the morphing of identity of fast growing cities of 
south east Asia; specifically Macau SAR. (China)



What Makes the Boat Float
 

China Macau / 2013 / Colour / 4'54'' / sounds

Yves Etienne Sonolet

Yves Etienne Sonolet 
Yves Etienne Sonolet is a French visual artist born in Paris. He holds a Master Degree with honors in Fine Arts 
from the ISDAT, Toulouse France and since then is based in Macau SAR. In his work he is interested in mixing 
media using urban landscape as theme and support. He has been teaching digital media, photography and 
video as visiting professor at the universities UMAC, USJ and HKUS.



The Scars of my City：Chapter 8

China Macau / 2015 / Colour / 4'25'' / sounds

Bianca Lei

Various “marks” or “effects” can be imposed upon a “photo”, resulting in transformation, 
destruction and distortion of the photo images.In the process of the rapid development of 
the city, the “scars” of damage have been deeply seared into our living environment. Not 
only have the buildings of old Macao been transformed, dismantled, buried and forgotten but 
values have been changed, destroyed and distorted.Except for expressing my viewpoints 
and feelings to the development of city, I also want to emphasize the medium of “photograph” 
and the material of “photographic paper” by tearing, incising, folding & digital manipulating 
etc.Old photos (comparatively traditional medium) as the starting point, I created a piece 
of video work, from “static” to “moving”; from the environment in “old photos” to “present” 
circumstances, which also means “old” to “new”.



The Scars of my City：Chapter 8

China Macau / 2015 / Colour / 4'25'' / sounds

Bianca Lei

Bianca Lei 
Gained Master of Art in Fine Art, Middlesex University in 2001 in London, UK (“First Class” in Final Exhibition); 
and BA(Hons) in Fine Art, Nottingham Trent University in 2000 in Nottingham, UK.In present day, as a full-
time lecturer in the Centre of Sino-Western Cultural Studies, Macao Polytechnic Institute; programme curator 
in Macao Ox Warehouse Art Space; organiser of Experimental moving image Festival in Macau(EXiM) and 
founder of Art for All Society(AFA).



Blue Beetle
 

China Macau / 2016 / colour / 4'23'' / sounds

Lvy Choeng

"What does a Balloon stand for?"
The girl running in this country, chasing the thing she used to love. Holding it finally but 
something has changed.

Lvy Choeng
A digital media designer, who keeps doing trivia she deems the most important things.



Desire of Beauty
 

China Macau / 2016 / colour / 3'42'' / sounds

Liang Jiaxin

Plastic surgery is becoming the norm in a world of relentless beauty pursuit. Every day, 
the media is full of new commercials and ads prompting people to buy beauty-enhancing 
products. Imagine a day when a crow would suddenly fly into the subway, and when the 
bird crows, the passengers would act like soldiers, following the bird’s calling for ‘plastic 
surgery….’  

Fish Leong Ka Ian
A post-90 designer and a graduate from the Macao Polytechnic Institute with an MA in digital media, Leong 
enjoys illustration and peculiar yet funny things, always getting inspired by human interactions and strange 
stuff happening around her.



Gearwheel of Karma
 

China Macau / 2012 / colour / 6'9'' / sounds

Justan Chau Iok Fong

The protagonist of the animation is a robot working in a factory. He has been tired of every 
day routine, until one day a flower emerges in front of him, so that he has the courage to 
leave his daily cycle. He walks to the rooftop to see the outside world. He encountered 
another damaged robot; he exchanged her damaged parts and share the fuel with her. 
When the protagonists replenish the fuel and then went back, The damaged robot was 
gone. The protagonist looked around her until the fuel was exhausted and fell off from the 
rooftop. Finally, the gearwheel returns to the cycle.

Justan Chau Iok Fong
Graduated from the Macau Polytechnic Institute with a Bachelor of Arts in Design, Currently a multimedia 
designer. Specializes in 3D modeling, 3D printing and Animation.
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